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Developing Sport Takes Flight
A look at Kennedy’s Ultimate Frisbee Team
by Carlos Camacho
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their opponent’s end zone.
The object of the game is
to move the frisbee down
the
field
by
completing
passes to your teammates.
Frisbee
consists
of
two
teams of seven, so there are

with the frisbee under pressure
and can throw the best according
to Yanez, as well as shorts,
mids, or deep players that are
scattered along the field. Once
the frisbee is passed, the person
who caught it can only pivot
to create space and find a pass.
Senior varsity basketball
player Gabriel Grajeda stated

already being played in college.
It would bring a lot more attention
to the sport and would create
more opportunities for striving
athletes to be a part of a team.”
The amount of adrenaline
that’s in the game drives these
players to continue doing it.
They would all love for the sport
to get noticed by CIF so that
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Ultimately the group would
like to have the convenience
of playing the sport they like
at school instead of having to
go to a different location that
is farther away from home.
At the pace Ultimate Frisbee
is growing, having it included
on the high school
list of
available sports in the next few

ltimate Frisbee is one of
the fastest growing sports in the
world, gliding its way through
42 different countries, and it
has landed at Kennedy, where a
group of students have formed
a team and are now playing in
the Ultimate Frisbee League at
the El Cariso recreational center.
The idea of creating the team
came from Esteban Yanez,
Chris Padilla, Jonathan Madrid,
Anthony Moro, and Gabriel
Soto when the group was on
the same team in an ultimate
frisbee game during P.E.The
group came to really like the
sport and searched for a place
to practice their newly discovered
passion and created a club.
The club began with 10
people and has taken flight
as it has grown to almost 30.
Madrid stated, “The goal of
everybody that plays here is
to get this sport to other high
schools, get noticed by CIF, and
get some type of funding and
support from administration.”
Madrid, along with Yanez and
Moro, tried to contact Coach K
and talk to Principal Richard
Chavez but they haven’t
received a concrete answer.
Ultimate Frisbee is a sport that
can be played with co-ed teams.
Loaded with defenders, Jonathan Madrid receives the disk from the mid during an Ultimate Frisbee game at lunch
As in soccer, football, or
lacrosse, each team has one fourteen players on the field. “I would love to see Ultimate people can see that frisbee isn’t a years would not be surpring.
end zone that they’re defending The positions consist of handlers, Frisbee included as a high hobby but a real sport that people Ultimate Frisee will be incluided
and will attempt to score in who are the people who are good school sport because it is can enjoy commented Yanez. in the 2020 Summer Olympics.

Ascending Varsity Boys Basketball
Comparing this year’s promising team to prior years
by John Paul Soto

Staff Writer

T

his year’s expectations for
Kennedy’s basketball team in
comparison to last year’s team,
who took a hard loss in the second
round of playoffs, are very high.
Senior Ryan Taylor stated, “This
year we are stacked. We aren’t
expecting to lose this year, especially with the way we have been
training. We are ready.” This
team expects a major change this
upcoming season and are aiming for a championship season.
This year’s 2016/2017 returners include, Luis Mata, Ryan
Taylor, Bryan Enriquez, Anthony Simone, and Jonathan Herrera. The team feels like they
have a lot to prove this year.
They believe that they are capable of going far as a result of
all the hard work they have been
putting in this past off season.
Sylmar is going to be one of
Kennedy’s big games, along
with Granada Hills High School.
Each season both games are
very competitive, and this
year many expect the same
wild and loud environment.
The varsity basketball team started training in early September;
training consisted of conditioning, agility drills, stretching, and
working out in the weight room.
Many players were expecting this type of training this

year due to the fact that they
fell short of their goal last season. With the temperatures rising the past few months, things
started to get a little tougher.
They knew that conditioning was
going to help them, but some players were not prepared for what
was to come. Many players felt
light headed, nauseous, and dehydrated at the end of each prac-

Lately we have been really
bonding and have been trying
to work well with each other.”
Recently, the Cougars were defeated by University High School.
The Cougars lost by 18 points.
The team also played against
Kennedy’s alumni and won by 20.
Although losing to University,
the Cougars still fought and competed throughout the whole game.
The team is very close with
one another and what brought
them closer was taking the

Boys varsity basketball warming up before the University game

tice. The team has been working
on fast break situations, shooting
drills, and lay up drills as well.
They practiced on sharing
the ball more and having better
chemistry with one another. Small
forward Alex Porcayo explained,
“In order to win this year we need
to not be selfish with the ball.

fatal loss last year to Helen Bernstein High School.
Senior Anthony Simone proclaimed, “Losing to Bernstein in the last two minutes
was
heartbreaking.
We were up the whole game until that certain point. This year we
can prove that we bounced back.”

Dominating The Lower Division
Kennedy Cheer team finds success at lower level
by Coleen Guillermo

Lifestyle Editor

J

ohn F. Kennedy cheerleaders
have practiced their new routines
and stunts to wow the judges
at the Six Flags competition
“Jamz.” The competition allows
the team to prove their talents
and show their desire to win. The
team practices every day after
school to ensure that they take
the prize. This competition differs from the other ones that they
have been in because they will
be competing at a lower level.
Taking part in a lower level
competition is harder because
they have to perfect their routines and have to restrict doing a lot of tumbles. They came
to an agreement to compete
at a lower level due to the requirements that were needed.
Cheerleader Aliyah Williams
stated that they are competing in a lower division that only
does halves and fulls for now
because if they move up, everyone is expected to have back
handsprings and they are better at stunting than tumbling.
The number of people they
are competing against is unknown at the moment, but
there will be many more competitions in the school year.
Williams states practice is
hard because although they
are competing in a lower divi-

sion, they have to be in sync
and make sure everything hits.
Eric Guardado, cheerleader
coach, stated, “I am more than
happy to coach and take the team
above their standards and ability.
Even if they are competing at a
lower level than the level they
are used to, it does not denote the
importance of it.” The team consists of some varsity cheerleaders and a few on the junior varsity team. Guardado wants them
to advance and show them that
they can do whatever their hearts
desire and takes a lot of dedication. Guardado also believes that
the competition is a great way
for the team to also bond and
get to know each other more.
Junior Kristina Thabet will be
competing for the second time
at Jamz since 8th grade. Thabet
is nervous as she knows that the
judges will adjudicate harder
because they are supposed to hit
every stunt and routine perfectly.
She explains that the stunts have
to be spot on, and it’s a harder
because some of the stunts are
inconsistent. Even though it is
hard, she is convinced that the
team has worked really hard to
get things done and has a high
chance of winning first place.
Jamz has given them a chance
to work even harder in. The cheer
team has dedicated their time and
has been rewarded first place for it.

